Viceroy Research LLC
March 17, 2022
Ms. Kjersti Flåten
Director General – Department for Schools & Kindergartens
Ministry of Education & Research
Ms. Hege Nygård
Director General – Legal Affairs
Ministry of Edication & Research
Mr. Petter Skarheim
Secretary General
Ministry of Education & Research
Ms. Tonje Brenna
Minister of Education
Dear Esteemed Recipients,
RE: Laeringsverkstedet & SBB
PLEASE READ IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER ON PAGE 7
We refer to our preliminary correspondence dated March 1, 2022, in relation to the above matter.
On March 4, 2022, Laeringsverkstedet (LV) published a letter to the Norwegian Ministry of Education aiming to
clarify their sale-and-leaseback agreement with SBB. The letter clarifies the situation perfectly, confirming that
things are far worse than we had projected in our original letter.
•

•

•

•

According to LV it is Laeringsverkstedet’s owners that receive the D-share dividend. This is a moot point: it
does not matter which entity in the LV Group receives consideration for sale of assets as they are wholly
owned businesses and substantially all the business is the operation of kindergartens under the LV brand.
LV’s response simply states that there will be no direct benefit from D shares at the operational level, which
leaves it in an awkward position where it will either:
- Incur losses and be floated by (for example) loans from the parent company
- Generate profits floated by the Norwegian taxpayer in what is an undoubtedly lucrative but morally
bankrupt loophole in Norway’s kindergarten financing.
It is a logical fallacy to suggest that their NOK ~250m per year lease, on top of all the triple-net lease
expenses one would occur as a landlord could be somehow comparable to the costs of just being a landlord
(even when considering LV’s previous mortgage/debt expenses).
The letter brings up the recent increases in construction costs for kindergartens. We are unsure why this is
included as SBB is not building new kindergartens for LV.

As Viceroy have previously stated we believe that SBB’s reason for this transaction is to record artificial one-time
revaluations of these properties based on their inflated rent.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the below.
Yours faithfully

Viceroy Research
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Profiteering
LV notes that D-share consideration for its property disposals were paid to its immediate parent, Dibber AS1,
wholly owned by Hjr Holding2, the private investment company of LV founders Hans and Randi Sundby. So what?

Figure 1 LV Letter to the Ministry of Education

Both entities are wholly owned by the LV Group, as disclosed in LV’s own accounts:

Figure 2 LV Annual Report 2020

It is irrelevant what subsidiary or parent-co of the LV group receives consideration. The group’s operations are
substantially the operation and (former) ownership of kindergarten facilities.
LV’s rebuttal substantially states that there will be no direct benefit from D shares at the operational level, which
leaves it in an awkward position with the government where it will either:
1.
2.

Incur losses and be floated by, for instance, loans from the parent company
Generate profits floated by the Norwegian taxpayer in what is an undoubtably lucrative but morally
bankrupt loophole in Norway’s kindergarten financing.

We also reiterate that these leases are for a period of 25+ years and absent regulatory intervention will result
in the majority of its rent effectively paid each year by Norwegian taxpayers to SBB.
To be clear: we believe the intention behind the transaction was to unduly enrich LV and SBB at the expense of
the Norwegian government and artificially increase the fair value of SBB’s properties

1
2

https://proff.no/roller/dibber-as/jessheim/hovedkontortjenester/IGIOEZF10NZ-1/
https://proff.no/roller/hjr-holding-as/jessheim/eiendomshandel-og-utleie/IGIO0R310MV/
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Rent per child
LV clarifies their rent per child metric at NOK16,750, however conveniently omit that this figure is significantly
skewed lower due to their (much lower) rents to other landlords. This figure needs to be deconstructed to show
SBB’s overcharging relative to other properties and peers.

Figure 3 LV Letter to the Ministry of Education

LV claim that this rent level was decided in advance of dialogue with SBB and prior to Summer 2020 so we will
use 2020 figures in our analysis.
Rental cost per child comparison
Total rental cost
LV claimed rent per child
Places in rented properties
Properties rented
Children per rented property

NOKm
NOK
#
#
#

269.4
16,750
16,084
178
90

SBB annual rental cost
Children in SBB-rented properties
Cost per child in SBB-rented properties

NOKm
#
NOK

251
12,469
20,162

Non-SBB annual rental cost
Children in non- SBB rented properties
Cost per child in SBB-rented properties

NOKm
#
NOK

40
3,614
4,980

Figure 4 Rental cost per child comparison – Viceroy Analysis 3

The cost per child in SBB rented properties is far above:
1.
2.
3.

LV’s “average rent per age-adjusted child”
The average rent per child in a property not rented from SBB
The “average rent per age-adjusted child” industry norm.

LV then cites a “common comparison” of rent averaging between “NOK 20,000- 25,000 per child” or “10-15% of
turnover”. We are unsure where LV has found this figure and have been unable to source a comparison; it is not
from the Kostnader I Barnehage 2019 report.

Figure 5 LV Letter to the Ministry of Education

Their attempt to anchor expectations by claiming that some municipal kindergartens are being charged up to
NOK50,000/child makes no sense when the location of the portfolio and capacity are analyzed.

3

LV have declined to clarify which properties were sold so we must rely on the total number of children divided by the total number of
rented properties
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A Fagbladet article dated March 4, 2022, published a list of privately owned kindergartens including 137
properties owned by SBB and operated by LV4 shows only 8 in Oslo commune accounting for only 524 occupied
places. This accounts for 6% of locations and 5% of occupied places respectively.
Below is a similar location analysis to the one in our previous letter conducted on the Fagbladet data set of
SBB-owned properties rented by LV.
Fagbladet LV
Location Analysis
Kristiansand
Bergen
Skien
Eidsvoll
Oslo
Ullensaker
Trondheim
Sarpsborg
Kristiansund
Other
Total

Locations
15
9
7
5
8
5
5
4
4
75
137

Capacity % of locations % of capacity
1,227
11%
11%
769
7%
7%
697
5%
7%
575
4%
5%
524
6%
5%
486
4%
5%
414
4%
4%
343
3%
3%
333
3%
3%
5,323
55%
50%
10,691
100%
100%

Figure 6 Fagbladet LV Location Analysis – Viceroy Research5

This confirms our previous view that SBB-owned LV properties are not concentrated in prime locations with only
minor portions in Oslo, Bergen, Stavanger, and Trondheim.
LV’s claims of financial sustainability and fair pricing have already been seriously called into question. What
remains is to show several fundamental issues with the rest of their letter.

Triple net stupid
LV appears to false state that the cost of its triple net lease is comparable to its previous owner-operator
agreement. This is patently false.

Figure 7 LV Letter to the Ministry of Education

It is a logical fallacy to suggest that their NOK ~250m per year lease, on top of all the triple-net lease expenses
one would occur as a landlord, (which would be substantially all of the capex, maintenance, utility, insurance
and taxes) could be somehow comparable to the costs of just being a landlord.
On an annualized basis LV would have incurred interest expenses of NOK205.91m in 2020, far less than they
will be paying in rent.
Our financial analysis shows that their assertion that total costs remain relatively unchanged is patently false.
LV reported “Other Interest Expenses” of NOK131m in FY 2020 and NOK162m6, substantially less than the rental
costs alone without considering maintenance, and other property costs.

4

https://fagbladet.no/nyheter/fikk-offentlig-stotte-for-a-bygge-barnehager-na-har-eierne-tjent-milliarder-pa-a-selge-bygningene-tilutlandet-6.91.853848.f0c6ba6d8c
5 Figures for capacity in the Fagbladet article are consistently below the figures on LV’s website so we believe these figures represent
occupied capacity
6
We present the 2019 figures as interest expenses declined in 2020 due to the demerger.
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Netting clause
A netting clause would have been a preferable and financially prudent outcome for LV. We are unsure if LV
understood this.

Figure 8 LV Letter to the Ministry of Education

Construction tangent
LV brings up the construction cost per space for no apparent reason as SBB is not building any new facilities for
them to lease, nor are they purchasing new facilities with the proceeds. The buildings sold and leased back are
not being constructed. We reject their assertion that these figures are somehow comparable or relevant.

Figure 9 LV Letter to the Ministry of Education

Conclusion
Far from a picture of financial responsibility and stability it appears as though LV’s owners have sold the
company’s properties, pocketed a third of the consideration and deprived the operating company from any
recurring revenue from dividends to offset the unsustainable lease costs.
We reiterate our view that the Norwegian government should explore its legal options to rectify what we believe
to be massive overcharging of the government for the benefit of SBB’s and LV’s private shareholders at the
expense of the Norwegian taxpayer.
As Viceroy have previously stated we believe that SBB’s reason for this transaction is to record artificial one-time
revaluations of these properties based on their inflated rent.
We believe the same has occurred at Trygge Barnehager and await the release of their 2021 annual report for a
full analysis.
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Attention: Whistleblowers
Viceroy encourage any parties with information pertaining to misconduct within Samhallsbyggnadsbolaget, its affiliates, or
any other entity to file a report with the appropriate regulatory body.
We also understand first-hand the retaliation whistleblowers sometimes face for championing these issues. Where possible,
Viceroy is happy act as intermediaries in providing information to regulators and reporting information in the public interest
in order to protect the identities of whistleblowers.
You can contact the Viceroy team via email on viceroy@viceroyresearch.com.
About Viceroy
Viceroy Research are an investigative financial research group. As global markets become increasingly opaque and complex
– and traditional gatekeepers and safeguards often compromised – investors and shareholders are at greater risk than ever
of being misled or uninformed by public companies and their promoters and sponsors. Our mission is to sift fact from fiction
and encourage greater management accountability through transparency in reporting and disclosure by public companies
and overall improve the quality of global capital markets.

Important Disclaimer – Please read before continuing
This report has been prepared for educational purposes only and expresses our opinions. This report and any statements
made in connection with it are the authors’ opinions, which have been based upon publicly available facts, field research,
information, and analysis through our due diligence process, and are not statements of fact. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice, and we do not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information,
analysis and opinion contained in them. We believe that the publication of our opinions about public companies that we
research is in the public interest. We are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum.
You can access any information or evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report from information in
the public domain.
To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from
public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered
herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. We have a good-faith belief in
everything we write; however, all such information is presented "as is," without warranty of any kind – whether express or
implied.
In no event will we be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any information available on this report. Think
critically about our opinions and do your own research and analysis before making any investment decisions. We are not
registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. By downloading, reading or otherwise using this report, you agree to
do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities discussed herein,
and by doing so, you represent to us that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information,
analysis and opinions in this report. You should seek the advice of a security professional regarding your stock transactions.
This document or any information herein should not be interpreted as an offer, a solicitation of an offer, invitation, marketing
of services or products, advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, nor as investment advice or a
recommendation to buy or sell any investment products or to make any type of investment, or as an opinion on the merits
or otherwise of any particular investment or investment strategy.
Any examples or interpretations of investments and investment strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and
educational purposes only and are not indicative of the historical or future performance or the chances of success of any
particular investment and/or strategy. As of the publication date of this report, you should assume that the authors have a
direct or indirect interest/position in all stocks (and/or options, swaps, and other derivative securities related to the stock)
and bonds covered herein, and therefore stand to realize monetary gains in the event that the price of either declines.
The authors may continue transacting directly and/or indirectly in the securities of issuers covered on this report for an
indefinite period and may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of their initial recommendation.
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